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Simulation of Head Movement Trajectories: Model and Fit to Main Sequence W. H. Zangemeister 1, S. Lehman, and L. Stark Departments of EngineeringScience,PhysiologicalOptics and Neurology,Universityof California,Berkeley,CA 94720, USA



Abstract. A sixth order nonlinear model for horizontal head rotations in humans is presented and investigated using experimental results on head movement trajectories and neck muscle EMG. The controller signals, structured in accordance with time optimal control theory, are parameterized, and controller signal parameter variations show a dominating influence on different aspects of the head movement trajectory. The model fits the common head acceleration types over a wide range of amplitudes, and also less common (dynamic overshoot) trajectories.



Introduction



Head movements are important in gaze being synkinetic with eye movements although generally the head moves later than the eye. There is also the important compensatory eye movement, driven by the vestibuloocular reflex in the direction opposite to head movement. Some properties of head movements are similar to eye movements. However, we would expect some differences both because of the differing mechanical loads, and also because of the relative prominence of the stretch reflexes in head movements and their functional absence in eye movements (Abrahams, 1977; Dichgans et al., 1974; Cooper et al., 1949; Peterson, 1979). In addition to carefully observing and quantifying dynamic trajectories and the electromyographic controller signals, which drive these trajectories, it is most instructive to compare and contrast the experimental data with a mathematical model. i On leave from Department of Neurology, University of Hamburg. F.R.G.; supported by DeutscheForschungsgemeinschaft Bonn, FRG



Many physiologists have studied eye muscles, and conceptual modelling of the eyeball and its muscles is by no means new. Descartes used two opposing eye muscles to illustrate his theory of reciprocal innervation as early as 1626. Mathematical modelling of the eye and its muscles is relatively new. Westheimer (1954) developed a second order linear model and Robinson (1964) a fifth order linear model: both models reproduced experimental displacements but not saccadic velocities or accelerations; they neither reflected eye nor eye muscle physiology explicitly, that is in an homeomorphic fashion in the sense of Bellman (1957). Cook and Stark (1968), Clark and Stark (1975), Hsu et al. (1976), and Lehman and Stark (1980) were able to subsequently explore and improve a sixth order nonlinear model of the eye plant, Using reciprocally innervated pulse step controller signals to fit velocities and accelerations of experimental saccades and further showed that this model could reproduce smooth pursuit and vergence eye movements. To aid the exploration and further development of the model, Hsu et at. (1976), and lately Lehman and Stark (1980) used analyses of sensitivities of model parameters. Since models have now become more advanced and realistic they have been applied to questions of physiology (Bahill and Stark, 1975 ; Bahill and Stark, 1975 ; Young and Stark, 1963 ; Raphan and Cohen, 1977; Bock and Zangemeister, 1979) and clinical syndromes (Selhorst et al., 1977; Zee et al., 1976; Zangemeister and Bock, 1979). Recently, some effort has also been undertaken to simulate various head movement trajectories. Besides vertical and tilt movements (Viviani et al., 1975; Walker et al., 1973 ; Reber et al., 1979), horizontal head rotations and their mechanics have been described by second order linear models in monkey (Bizzi et al., 1976) and humans (Morasso et al., 1977; Shirachi et al., 1978; Sugie et al., 1970; Meiry, 1971). A nonlinear 0340-1200/81/0041/0019/$02.60
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Fig. la. Structure of head movement model. Kp, Bp, J: parallel elasticity, viscosity and inertia of the head ; KSL, KsR, B L, B R : left and right series elasticities and viscosities respectively; Ta, TD: time constants of activation and deactivation. HTL, H T R : hypothetical tensions, left and right. NL, N R : neural control signal left and right; X, V, A : position, velocity, acceleration, b Model output for a 13 degree movement, axes as indicated, X, V, A : position, velocity, acceleration
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homeomorphic model for horizontal head rotations has not been put forward before the present paper. The theory of optimality has tempted many theorists with biological interests. A notable overall view is that of Rosen (1967). The closest study to our interests was that of muscle by Fitzlugh (1977), who applied Pontryagin's Maximum Principle to a smaller system. Also of interest are the papers by Bogumil (1980), Smith (1962), and Cook et al. (1968, 1975, 1980). Although many types of head movements are possible given the wide variety of controller signals and shapes that the brain can use to generate these movements, it is possible by careful instructions to cooperating subjects to obtain as fast as possible, or time optimal, head movements. In this special case optimally theory (Feldbaum, 1965 ; Intrilligator, 1971 ; Bellman, 1957 ; Pontryagin, 1962 ; Rosen, 1967) can be used to both predict the type of controller signal which would produce an optimal trajectory and also deduce characteristics of this optimal trajectory (Lehman and Stark, 1980; Zangemeister et al., 1980). Given these idealized signals and trajectories, one can then study
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non-time optimal head movements as divergences from the ideal. The present study defines a sixth order nonlinear model for horizontal head rotations to aid in the heuristic process of both direct and indirect modelling. Patterns of parameters of this model are explored, supported by such important tools as sensitivity analysis (Tomovic and Vucobratovic, 1972) and the Bremermann Optimizer (Bremermann, 1970). Various control signal patterns and their influence on the model's dynamical behavior are tested, and are then compared and contrasted with experimental results on electromyographic evidence for neurological control of head movements [Zangemeister et al. (1980) and the dependent dynamical features of head rotation (Zangemeister et al., 1981)]. In particular, the model closely fits both common and special acceleration trajectory types - as related to the underlying control signal - and also fits experimental head movement main sequence data.' These findings are then compared with earlier simulations of eye (Clark et al., 1975 ; Lehman and Stark, 1980) and arm (Stark, 1968)



21 movements and their underlying control signats. Our model, besides giving another example of the utility of homeomorphic models in biomedical research, also provides additional background for understanding normal and clinically abnormal head and eye movements and their coordination. Methods 1. M o d e l Structure



The structure of our model is represented in Fig. la. It consists of two symmetrical muscles - representing the horizontal head rotating muscle complex in man (i.e. right and left ram. splenius and sternocleidomastoideus, plus others like semispinalis capitis and also smaller ones) acting synergistically for horizontal head movements - including contractile components, apparent viscosities, and elasticities, connected to a node representing the head, which has its own inertia, viscosity and elasticity. Input to the model are innervations NL and NR in gram force equivalents. Although of course the inputs to neck muscles are actually the firing frequency of motor neurons, these have been converted into gram force, with no limiting dynamics from the synaptic junction at the motor endplate. NL and N R pass through first order processes with time constants Ta and Tw representing calcium activation of each muscle and possibly other biophysical processes. The resulting variables are hypothetical tensions HTL and HTR, which are then combined with the appropriate velocities in Hill's hyperbolic force-velocity relationship, to give equivalent dissipative nonlinear viscosities B L and BR, acting in paralell with the tension generators. Concavity of the hyperbola is determined by two constants : Hill's a and b ; in our model, b = B h = 0.25 times Vm,~,the maximum velocity of an unloaded muscle, and a=afact=0.25 times Po, the peak attainable force. Note the symmetry. In the diagram (Fig. la) XL and XR indicate the hypothetical positions of the nodes at which v~ and va, velocities of the force-velocity relationship are calculated. The parallel elasticities of both muscles can be lumped with the elasticity of the passive structures that is everything but activated muscles - to yield a total parallel elasticity K v. This lumping is justified since the elasticities act in parallel at the same node, whose position x, velocity v, and acceleration a define the external dynamics of head trajectories. Series elasticities of left and right muscles are denoted by K s L and Ksa, respectively. The skull itself is modelled as a rigid sphere of radius 8.0 cm, with about the density of water, giving the inertia, labelled J. We were able to establish many of the model parameters by comparision with and scaling from the eye model (Clark, 1975 ; Lehman and Stark, 1980) and by using available



Tablel. Example of a numerical model output; parameters as indicated in Fig. la ,?~ .-'ry,T ~
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